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For over 30 years there has been a range of initiatives to develop greater
uniformity between the disparate State, Territory and Federal workers’
compensation systems. Despite a range of reviews and enquiries little has
changed over that time. In 2005 following a Productivity Commission Report,
the Federal government facilitated procedures to allow multi-state
employers to move from the State and Territory compensation schemes to
become self-insurers under the Comcare system, the Federal government‘s
workers’ compensation scheme. This development has the potential, in the
longer term, to create a more uniform although less generous system of
workers’ compensation, while in the short term there are signs of significant
disruption to State and Territory schemes. In considering these
developments, this paper will, firstly, outline the Productivity Commission‘s
key recommendations on national workers‘ compensation frameworks. It will
then examine the decision of the Federal Court in relation to the challenge
by the Victorian WorkCover Authority against the Federal government
moves to transfer self insurers into the Comcare system. The final part of the
paper will consider the implications for workers as well as State and Territory
workers‘ compensation schemes in light of this Court decision and the
Federal government‘s policy.

Introduction

In March 2004 the Productivity Commission (hereafter, the Commission)
released a report entitled National Workers’ Compensation and Occupational
Health and Safety Frameworks. As one of its terms of reference, it was
required to ‘assess possible models for establishing national frameworks for
workers’ compensation and OHS arrangements’.1 The Commission
subsequently developed a number of recommendations to give effect to this
requirement. As detailed elsewhere, the Commission’s proposals, if
implemented, would have potentially far reaching consequences for State and
Territory workers’ compensation authorities, employers and workers.2
Although its proposals for national workers’ compensation arrangements were
initially rejected, one of the key recommendations, concerning national
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self-insurance, has since been resurrected in the aftermath of the historic 2004
election which saw the Howard government secure control of both houses of
the Commonwealth Parliament.

The recommendation in question provides for specified, multi-state
employers to move from State or Territory compensation schemes to become
self-insurers under the Comcare system, the Federal government’s workers’
compensation scheme. By way of explanation, a self-insurer is an employer
that is permitted by law, subject to various prudential and other requirements,
to administer a state or territory’s worker’s compensation legislation in
relation to its own workers. In practice, self-insurance is confined to large
corporate employers and government agencies.

The first employer to take advantage of the Howard government’s
about-face on national self-insurance was the Victorian based Optus
Administration Pty Ltd (hereafter, Optus) in 2004, followed shortly thereafter
by Toll Transport Pty Ltd (hereafter, Toll). Not surprisingly, the first of these
applications, that of Optus, was challenged by the Victorian WorkCover
Authority (hereafter, WorkCover), with the full backing of the Victorian
government, and has been the subject of proceedings in the Federal Court.3

In considering these developments, this paper will, firstly, outline the
Commission’s key recommendations on national workers’ compensation
frameworks. It will then examine the decision of the Federal Court in relation
to the challenge by WorkCover. The final part of the paper will consider the
implications for workers as well as State and Territory workers’ compensation
schemes in light of this Court decision.

National workers’ compensation frameworks

Australia, along with the USA and Canada, is one of only three countries in
the world where State (or provincial) and Territory governments have primary
constitutional responsibility for workers’ compensation legislation. As in
North America, this constitutional division of labour has resulted in a myriad
of inter-jurisdictional inconsistencies. While some are trivial, others involve
fundamental matters such as differences in eligibility criteria and entitlement
regimes for injured workers and premium structures for employers.

The issue of inter-jurisdictional inconsistencies has from time to time
attracted the attention of policymakers and scheme administrators. In the early
1970s the Woodhouse Committee, set up by the Federal Labor government,
sought to remedy the situation once and for all by calling for the dissolution
of State and Territory workers’ compensation schemes and the establishment
of a comprehensive national accident compensation scheme, based on the
New Zealand model.

A further attempt at addressing concerns regarding national inconsistencies
was proposed in an Industry Commission report prepared during the early
1990s for the then Labor government. Like its predecessor, it failed to gain
traction, as too did the less ambitious program of national consistency
subsequently proposed by the Heads of Workers’ Compensation Authorities
later in the decade. For better or worse, these results reflect a general lack of

3 Victorian WorkCover Authority v Andrews [2005] FCA 94.
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enthusiasm by State and Territory governments for national workers’
compensation arrangements, and it is within this historical context that the
Productivity Commission’s more recent proposals for a national workers’
compensation framework need to be viewed. Interestingly, since the National
Workers’ Compensation and Occupational Health and Safety Frameworks
report many State administrators have been even more skeptical about the
concept of national consistency.4

In its blueprint to redefine national workers’ compensation arrangements
the Commission proposed a national scheme for corporate employers,
particularly those with operations in more than one jurisdiction. This new
scheme would operate alongside the existing State and Territory schemes and
would be phased in through three distinct stages. As each successive phase
was introduced, the availability of coverage for corporate employers would be
expanded.5

In the first phase, coverage would be confined to corporations deemed
capable of meeting the ‘competition test’ contained in s 100 of the Safety,
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 (Cth) (hereafter, the SRC Act).
Section 100 provides that the Minister for Employment and Workplace
Relations can determine eligibility for self-insurance by private employers if
they are, ‘carrying on business in competition with a Commonwealth
authority or with another corporation that was previously a Commonwealth
authority’.6 The s 100 test means it is possible for a range of corporate
employers — in banking and finance, communications, printing and
distribution, retail, transport, building and renovation, waste removal, drug
production and sales, forest products, computer software, data transfer and
storage, weapons systems, recruitment and labour hire — to apply for a
licence and, if successful, transfer from State and Territory schemes to the
Comcare system, subject to compliance with specified prudential and other
criteria.

In the second phase, a new federal national workers’ compensation scheme
would be enacted to make national self-insurance available for all
corporations with operations in more than one jurisdiction.7 In the final phase,
the national scheme would be opened up to all corporations and would provide
scope for both premium based insurance as well as self-insurance.8

The Commission also recommended that its proposed national scheme be
privately underwritten.9 As workers’ compensation insurance in Australia is
80% publicly underwritten this proposal would have the effect of privatising

4 As revealed in comments by a number of WorkCover CEO’s at the National Workers
Compensation Summit Sydney 2006 in various panel discussions — although continuing
support can be found in the report of Taskforce on Reducing the Regulatory Burden on
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much of the workers’ compensation insurance market and would dramatically
change the face of workers’ compensation insurance in most of Australia,
especially New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia.10

The Commission’s agenda for change has attracted widespread opposition.
State and Territory governments were universally opposed to its main
recommendations, as too was the trade union movement. Sections of the
business community also expressed concern in relation to some of the
Commission’s proposals. The principal objections raised included opposition
to the establishment of yet another workers’ compensation scheme, the cost to
State and Territory schemes associated with an exodus of large corporate
employers to the Commission’s proposed scheme, the impact on workers’
rights and entitlements, and concerns regarding the proposed shift to private
underwriting.11

It was against this background that Victorian WorkCover Authority
v Andrews came before the Federal Court in November 2004. This followed
the Minister’s decision declaring Optus eligible to be a licenced self-insurer
under the SRC Act and the subsequent decision of Comcare in granting a
licence.

Victorian WorkCover Authority v Andrews

Obtaining self-insurer status under the SRC Act is a two-step process. First, it
requires a declaration of eligibility by the Federal Minister. The second step
involves a determination by Comcare to grant a licence to an eligible
corporation. Most importantly, where a self insurer’s licence is granted under
the SRC Act, it means that the corporation in question is not subject to the
laws ‘of a State or Territory relating to workers compensation’.12

Both Optus and Toll applied to the Minister, seeking eligibility for
self-insurance licences, shortly after the publication of the Commission’s
report in March 2004. Neither company gave any notice to WorkCover of their
intention to seek eligibility for self-insurance status under Comcare, an issue
that subsequently formed a key component of WorkCover’s challenge in the
Federal Court. On 7 July 2004 the Minister declared that Optus was eligible
to be granted a licence in accordance with s 100 of the SRC Act. On 30 August
2004 the Minister declared that Toll was also eligible to be granted a licence.13

Optus then sought, and was subsequently granted, a self-insurer’s licence.
At the time of writing, the Toll application is still before Comcare — a delay,
in part at least, occasioned by a major corporate struggle for control of Toll.
Before proceeding to an examination of the Federal Court decision it may be
useful to outline the processes by which the Optus application for eligibility,
and subsequently a self-insurer’s licence, was considered. Section 100 of the
SRC Act sets out the Minister’s powers to determine eligibility and provides,
inter alia, that:

If the Minister is satisfied that it would be desirable for this Act to apply to
employees of a corporation that:

10 Productivity Commission, above n 1, at pxxv.
11 Purse, Guthrie and Meredith, above n 2.
12 SRC Act, s 108A(7)(a).
13 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 9.
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(a) is, but is about to cease to be, a Commonwealth authority; or
(b) was previously a Commonwealth authority; or
(c) is carrying on business in competition with a Commonwealth authority or

with another corporation that was previously a Commonwealth authority;
the Minister may, by notice in writing, declare the corporation to be eligible to be
granted a licence under this Part.

Section 103 of the SRC Act deals with Comcare’s powers to grant a licence
and provides, inter alia, that:

(1) The Commission may, on application made in accordance with section 102
grant the eligible applicant a licence for a specified period.

(2) If the Commission grants a licence to an eligible applicant, the Commission
must determine:

(a) in accordance with Division 3 — -the scope of the licence so far as concerns
the degree to which, and the circumstances in which, the licensee may accept
liability for compensation; and

(b) in accordance with Division 4 — the scope of the licence so far as concerns
the degree to which, and the circumstances in which, the licensee is
authorised to manage claims; and

(c) in accordance with Division 5 — the conditions (if any) to which the grant
of the licence is subject.

In discarging its powers, Comcare is required to have regard to s 104 of the
SRC Act which provides:

(1) If the Commission considers, having regard to:
(a) the information contained in an application received by it; and
(b) any further information that is provided to the Commission by the applicant

for the purpose of enabling consideration of the application; and
(c) any other matter that the Commission considers relevant;

that it is appropriate to do so, the Commission may grant the licence sought.
On granting the licence, the Commission must, by written notice given to the
applicant, inform the applicant of its decision.

(2) In order for the Commission to be satisfied, for the purposes of subsection (1),
that it is appropriate to grant an applicant the licence sought, the Commission must
be satisfied that:

(a) the applicant has sufficient resources to fulfil the responsibilities imposed on
it under the licence; and

(b) the applicant has the capacity to ensure (where the scope of the licence so
provides) that claims that are to be managed either by the licensee, or by
another person identified in the licence on the licensee’s behalf, will be
managed in accordance with standards set by the Commission for the
management of claims; and

(c) the grant of the licence will not be contrary to the interests of the employees
of the licensee whose affairs fall within the scope of the licence; and

(d) the applicant has the capacity to meet the standards set by the Commission
for the rehabilitation and occupational health and safety of its employees.

(3) If the Commission does not consider it appropriate to grant the applicant the
licence sought, it must, by written notice given to the applicant, inform the
applicant that it has decided to refuse the application and provide reasons for its
decision.

(4) Nothing in subsection (3) prevents the Commission, with the written
agreement of the applicant, granting the applicant a licence having a different scope
to the licence sought by the applicant.
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As noted earlier, the Minister determined, on 7 July 2004, that Optus was
eligible to apply for self-insurer status. On 1 November 2004, WorkCover
made a written submission to Comcare arguing that it should not grant a
licence to Optus until the proceedings in the Federal Court challenging the
Minister’s determination were finalised or, alternatively, that conditions be
imposed upon any licence to reduce any impact upon the WorkCover
scheme.14 On 1 November 2004 Comcare authorised its Chairman to sign a
licence to come into operation on 1 December 2004. This was after having
satisfied itself at least, that ‘the grant of the licence will not be contrary to the
interests of the employees of the licensee whose affairs fall within the scope
of the licence’.15

WorkCover challenged Minister’s determination on two grounds. First, it
argued the Minister failed to afford the WorkCover natural justice in relation
to the application because no notice of the Optus application had been given
to it and, second, that Comcare acted unconstitutionally in granting a licence
to Optus.16 The matter came before Justice Selway in the Federal Court in late
November 2004.

As a preliminary matter, however, the Court first had to explore the issue of
the standing of WorkCover to bring the proceedings. WorkCover was
established under s 18 of Victoria’s Accident Compensation Act 1985
(hereafter, the AC Act) and is responsible for the administration of that Act.
Under s 19 it receives insurance premiums, administers the WorkCover Fund,
receives and manages WorkCover claims, and pays compensation to injured
workers. Under s 252 of the Act, WorkCover may also prosecute employers
for breaches of the Act involving non payment of premiums. Optus was
insured under the Act and in the 2003–04 financial year paid premiums of
approximately $1.4 million.17

After an examination of the AC Act Justice Selway concluded that because
WorkCover has statutory responsibility for the administration of that Act,
including its role in prosecuting employers who fail to take out insurance as
required under the Act, it had standing to seek orders from the Court.18

In relation to procedural fairness his Honour noted there was nothing in
s 100 of the SRC Act that imposed an obligation on the Minister to consider
the interests of WorkCover.19 WorkCover argued that there was an implied
obligation to afford natural justice to it because the determination ‘affected its
interests’, namely the consequences of Optus no longer being subject to the
Victorian legislation. It also argued that the effect of the decision upon the
WorkCover Fund and upon the discharge of its statutory functions affected its
‘legitimate expectations’. Accordingly, WorkCover maintained, it should have
been given an opportunity to be heard.20 Justice Selway held that a ‘legitimate
expectation is not an expectation of a fair hearing, but an expectation (be it
objective or subjective) that the relevant person’s interests will not be

14 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3.
15 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3.
16 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 16.
17 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 19.
18 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 21.
19 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 25.
20 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 27.
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prejudicially affected by the decision’ to be made.21

Further, he held that WorkCover needed to show that there was ‘something
in the relevant statutory scheme, or in the decision making process actually
adopted by the Minister’ that gave rise to a ‘legitimate expectation’ that the
Minister would not make a determination which would prejudicially affect its
interests.22 In the circumstances he held that WorkCover did not have a
legitimate expectation. He also maintained that as the Minister’s notice of
determination was a ‘disallowable instrument’ which could be disallowed by
a resolution by either House of the Commonwealth Parliament. This
reinforced his view that the Minister’s decision was one involving a broad
discretion based upon policy factors, with the clear implication that a
legitimate expectation that the Minister would reach any specific decision
could not reasonably arise.23

The second contention of WorkCover was that the relevant sections under
the SRC Act which the Minister and Comcare exercised their authority
exceeded the powers of the Commonwealth Parliament. WorkCover argued
that the relevant provisions of the SRC Act were constitutionally invalid, as
the law enunciated in these sections ‘touches and concerns’ State insurance.
Justice Selway noted that the SRC Act had been largely enacted under the
‘insurance’ power in s 51(xiv) and the ‘corporations’ power in s 51(xx) of the
Commonwealth Constitution.24 His Honour dealt with this aspect of the
WorkCover submission in two parts. First, he examined the insurance power
of the Commonwealth under s 51(xiv) of the Constitution which provides that:

The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power to make laws for
the peace, order and good government of the Commonwealth with respect to
insurance, other than State insurance; also State insurance extending beyond the
limits of the State concerned.

WorkCover argued that an expansive reading of s 51(xiv) was appropriate and
that ‘the Commonwealth cannot legislate in relation to insurance conducted by
a State and that that limitation is applicable to all Commonwealth legislative
powers’.25 All parties, including the Attorney-General for Victoria as
intervener, argued that the proviso in relation to ‘State insurance’ should be
treated in exactly the same way as the proviso for ‘State banking’.26 After an
extensive and careful survey of the authorities, Justice Selway held that the
term ‘State banking’ refers ‘to the business or activity conducted by the State
. . . as a banker’.27

He also held that the rationale for including the proviso concerning ‘State
insurance’ in s 51(xiv) of the Constitution ‘was so that each Australian State
could determine for itself whether, and on what terms, it wished to establish
its own insurance businesses’.28 In addition he found that the ‘State insurance’
proviso ‘imposes a restriction upon Commonwealth legislative power

21 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 28.
22 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 31.
23 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 32.
24 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 62.
25 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 36.
26 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 38.
27 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 42.
28 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 52.
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generally rather than only a limitation upon the ambit of s 51(xiv)’.29 This
meant, importantly, that even if the relevant provisions of the SRC Act could
be supported by a power other than the insurance power, such as the
corporations power or the trade and commerce power, the qualification in
relation to ‘State insurance’ would also be applicable to that power. Justice
Selway proceeded on the basis that the relevant activities of WorkCover were
characterised as ‘State insurance’, and that s 51(xiv) did not allow the
Commonwealth to legislate to directly affect the internal operations of a State
insurer nor to affect the terms upon which a State insurer could offer
insurance.30

Having satisfied himself that WorkCover was involved in State insurance
and that the powers of the Commonwealth were limited in relation to State
insurance His Honour then considered whether the SRC Act interfered with
Victoria’s workers’ compensation legislation. WorkCover argued that the
relevant provisions ‘touch and concern’ State insurance in a way that is not
merely ‘insubstantial, tenuous or distant’ and is consequently not a law with
respect to ‘insurance other than State insurance’.31

After a review of the authorities on this point he found that the SRC Act did
not touch and concern the State insurance powers. He found that the SRC Act
was a law with respect to insurance, but held that a law which simply affected
the market place for insurance even if it did have significant consequences for
State insurance did not touch and concern State insurance in the manner
suggested by WorkCover. Likewise, even if the SRC Act interfered with the
purposes of the AC Act this did not mean that it was unconstitutional.32 Justice
Selway held that the SRC Act only incidentally affected State insurance and
therefore was not contrary to s 51(xiv). He concluded that:

Properly analysed, I do not think that the relevant provisions of the SRC Act have
any effect on ‘State insurance’ so understood. What they affect is the mandatory
requirement that employers in Victoria be insured in relation to workers
compensation liability, unless they are authorised to be ‘self insured’. In my view
that requirement is not ‘State insurance’ even if the designated insurer is a ‘State
insurer’.33

Implications

Subject to the outcome of a High Court challenge by the Victorian Attorney
General, there are a number of important implications that arise out of
Victorian WorkCover Authority v Andrews.34 These include the latitude now
available to corporate employers to seek national self-insurance status, the
likely impact on injured workers, the future of State and Territory workers’
compensation schemes, and further developments in relation to national
workers’ compensation arrangements.

29 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 53.
30 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 70.
31 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 58.
32 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at paras 53–62.
33 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 71.
34 A Pollins, ‘Victoria fights Comcare in High Court’ Australian Financial Review, 2 August

2006, p 14.
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It is already apparent that there will be further applications by corporate
employers for national self-insurance under Comcare. Linfox Armourguard
Pty Ltd (hereafter, Linfox), a subsidiary of Linfox Pty Ltd, having satisfied the
‘competition test’ under s 100 of the SRC Act, was granted a licence by
Comcare to operate as a self-insurer from April 2006 while the National
Australia Bank (hereafter, NAB) was granted eligibility to seek a licence in
August 2006. Other corporations will almost inevitably follow the example of
Optus, Linfox and the NAB.35

There are also serious implications for workers arising from the move
towards national self-insurance. The most obvious, and immediate,
consequence is the increased prospect of conflicting coverage, eligibility and
entitlement arrangements existing side by side within individual jurisdictions.
Workers in the same industry or occupation within a jurisdiction may
increasingly find themselves entitled to substantially different levels of
compensation, solely on the basis of whether their employer is covered by
Comcare or one of the State or Territory workers’ compensation schemes.

There is also the related, and more general, issue of differences in both the
type and amounts of compensation available under Comcare and the schemes
administered by the States and Territories. Although Justice Selway noted
such differences particularly in relation to the more limited availability of
common law damages under the Comcare scheme as opposed to its Victorian
counterpart an observation that can be extended to the New South Wales,
Queensland, Western Australian, Tasmanian and ACT schemes — he did not
take the comparison between the schemes any further in his deliberations.36

Nor did he otherwise come to a view concerning the impact on Optus workers
of Comcare’s decision to issue a self-insurers licence to their employer.

This, no doubt, was due to the fact that there was no submission made on
behalf of Optus workers concerning the Optus application to obtain a licence.
This raises the more fundamental issue of how workers who could be affected
by such changes might be able to gain standing to challenge any change of
jurisdiction by their employer. In relation to Optus, it may have been the case
that for workers to be granted standing they would have had to be in receipt
of compensation in order to claim that they had some rights to compensation.
It is not clear from the proceedings what would happen to workers injured
while Optus was covered by the Victorian scheme. Logically such workers
should continue to receive entitlements under that scheme, in which case they
would seem to have no standing to argue any prejudice as a result of the move
to Comcare. Workers employed by Optus but who, as at the date of the
proceedings, had not made any claims might likewise have no standing, as any
rights to compensation would be speculative upon them being injured.

If this view is correct, it confirms the assessment that whereas eligible
employers have the option of choosing to remain within the existing State and
Territory schemes or seek to insure their workers’ compensation liabilities
under Comcare, their workers appear to have no such choice. In effect, they

35 In relation to NAB see M Skulley, ‘NAB heats up Compo Conflict’ Australian Financial

Review, 22 August 2006, p 5 and in relation to Linfox, see K Phillips, ‘Federal Scheme a
Monopoly Buster’ The Age, 14 April 2006, p 24.

36 Victorian WorkCover Authority, above n 3 at para 9.
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have been excluded from the policy loop, with their entitlements to
compensation subordinated to the interests of their employers. In the medium
to longer-term, this is a development that has the potential to affect the
compensation rights of millions of workers across Australia. In this respect,
the Victorian Workcover Authority v Andrews decision can be seen as
endorsing the Productivity Commission’s implicit view that the issue of
national workers’ compensation arrangements is essentially a matter for the
Federal government and the business community.

Unilateral moves to bring the rights of workers to compensation under the
jurisdictional of Comcare are also a concern in view of recent legislative
moves by the Howard government in progressively reducing workers
entitlements under the SRC Act, most notably the recent restrictions on access
to lump sum payments, further constraints on stress related claims and the
removal of journey claims to and from work.37 This adds fuel to the argument
that reduced entitlements under the Comcare system, and the associated lower
premiums, will act as a key incentive for employers to exit the State and
Territory schemes.

The Victorian Workcover Authority v Andrews decision has significant
ramificatons for State and Territory workers’ compensation schemes as well,
and remains an issue of ongoing political disputation with the Federal
government. At their June 2006 meeting with the Federal Minister, the State
and Territory Ministers expressed concerns that Comcare was being used as a
‘Trojan horse’ that would ‘make it easier for companies to move into the
Comcare system’.38 A major concern is the financial viability of the State and
Territory schemes in the event of a mass exodus. If a sufficiently large number
of employers move to Comcare it is possible that premiums will be lost to the
State and Territory schemes to such an extent that some will no longer be
financially viable. Smaller schemes such as those in the ACT, Tasmania and
the Northern Territory are especially vulnerable.39 Any mass exodus would
have serious consequences for employers who remain in the State and
Territory schemes, particularly those smaller employers who do not have any
option but to remain. Companies such as BHP Billiton, Brambles, Patricks and
Coles Myer are currently self insured and must be watching the moves to
Comcare with interest.40

In response, a number of State schemes have threatened to impose exit fees
on employers who depart their schemes. The South Australian WorkCover
Corporation, for example, is seeking to impose an exit fee of one million
dollars on Optus. Victoria plans to do likewise.41 It is, of course, legitimate for

37 See M Priest, ‘Comcare slashes federal injury payouts’ Australian Financial Review,
4 October 2005, p 3 and A Hepworth, ‘Unions stress risk from tougher test’ Australian

Financial Review, 8 July 2005, p 24.
38 M Skulley and S Scott, ‘Comcare as IR Trojan horse?’ Australian Financial Review, 19 May

2006, p 5.
39 Productivity Commission, above n 1, p 135.
40 D Binning, ‘Companies come to grips with complex compensation’ Australian Financial

Review, 3 November 2005, p 23.
41 M Skulley, ‘ACCC pulled into tussle over workers’ compensation’ Australian Financial

Review, 1 August 2005, p 3. See also the Speech by the Hon Kevin Andrews MP, Minister
for Employment and Workplace Relations, 28 July, 2005 Safety Rehabilitation
Compensation and Safety Awards ‘The message to the States and Territories is clear. They
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State and Territory authorities to make appropriate provision to cover
outstanding liabilities for corporations leaving their schemes. However, the
uncertainty associated with actuarial projections of long-term claims costs
may well result in exit fees becoming the subject of protracted legal
proceedings.

There have also been moves by some states to ‘harmonise’ aspects of their
schemes in order to reduce the compliance costs for multi-state employers, as
part of a strategy to out-manoeuvre the federal government’s push for national
self-insurance. In August 2006, the New South Wales and Victorian
governments announced a number of administrative measures that, according
to the Victorian WorkCover Minister, ‘would make it easier for businesses that
had operations across both states’. These measures included proposals to
develop common forms for both compensation claims and premiums as well
as a ‘one-stop shop’ to assist multi-state employers with insurance
arrangements.42 Although criticised by the Federal Minister the joint New
South Wales — Victorian initiatives were welcomed by major employer
associations and attracted qualified support from other states.43

The push for national self-insurance also has parallels with the new federal
industrial relations arrangements, with both being driven in the interests of
corporate Australia. With a newfound majority in both Houses of the
Commonwealth Parliament the Howard government enacted its controversial
WorkChoices legislation in late 2005. In doing so it sought to create a single
Australia wide industrial relations system. Whether it is seeking to achieve a
similar result with workers’ compensation arrangements remains to be seen,
although its resurrection of the Productivity Commission’s proposals for
national workers’ compensation frameworks is suggestive.

With the WorkChoices legislation there was an explicit intention to subsume
the State and Territory industrial relations jurisdictions as far as the Australian
Constitution will allow. For the time being at least, the intention in relation to
workers’ compensation appears to be more cautious and piecemeal in scope.
According to the Federal Minister it involves eligible corporations ‘drifting
off’ to the Comcare scheme rather than a mass exodus.44 This approach is
comparable to a cherry-picking exercise — in which larger corporations are
encouraged to exit the State and Territory schemes, leaving the smaller
operators behind — rather than a full-scale take over bid for control.

It does not, of course, preclude more ambitious initiatives in the future. On
the contrary, it may simply be the prelude to a further opening up of Comcare
in line with the Commission’s recommendation to create a new national
workers’ compensation scheme to provide national self-insurance coverage

can either get out of the way, or be part of the solution’ at
http://mediacentre.dewr.gov.au/mediacentre/AllReleases/2005/July/SafetyRehabilitationand
CompensationSafetyAwards.htm accessed 13 September 2006.

42 M Skulley, ‘States find common ground on Workplace Cover’ Australian Financial Review,
28 August 2006, p 1.

43 M Skulley, ‘Canberra gives states Compo Schemes a Work Over’ Australian Financial

Review, 29 August 2006, p 5. See also the editorial comment ‘WorkCover move a good first
step’, p 62.

44 M Skulley and S Scott, ‘Comcare as IR Trojan horse?’ Australian Financial Review, 19 May
2006, p 5.
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for all interested corporations currently insured by the State and Territory
schemes. Such a modus operandi would reflect a Federal takeover of workers’
compensation by increments rather than the full frontal approach adopted in
the case of industrial relations. This incremental approach may also reflect the
government’s wariness in launching a complete takeover at this time, given
the prospect that it may have to take over responsibility for the unfunded
liabilities that have been run up in a number of the State and Territory
schemes.

Whatever the case, one thing is crystal clear — the push by corporate
Australia for national self-insurance has now assumed a position of primacy
on the workers’ compensation policy agenda in Australia. This development
has also thrown into sharp relief the more fundamental question of whether the
federalist approach to workers’ compensation policy in Australia should be
jettisoned in favour of a truly national approach; and with it the politically
contentious, and technically complex, issues of how a national system might
be configured and administered.
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